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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.

1. Define Statistics. Discuss its scope, function

and limitations. 20

6. What are the steps in the process of hypothesis

proposal and acceptance ? Explain using one

example. 20

7. Explain the following : 10×2

(a) Sampling and Sample Size

(b) ROC Curves.

8. Write short notes on any two of the

following : 5×4

(a) Normal and gamma distributions

(b) Randomization in statistics

(c) Centiles an Outliers

(d) Bayes Theorem

(e) Scatter Plots.
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2. Distinguish between primary and secondary

data. Discuss the various methods of collecting

primary data, their applications and precautions

to be taken while using secondary data. 20

3. (a) A burnt bulb was mistakenly placed in a

box containing 3 good bulbs. In order to

locate the bad bulb, the bulbs are

randomly tested one by one, without

replacement. Let X denote the number of

bulbs tested to determine the bad bulbs.

Find the probability mass function and

the cumulative distribution function of X.

10

(b) Show that if : 10

P(A|B) = 1, then P(Bc|Ac) = 1

4. (a) Find the constant C such that the

function.

f(X) = CX2; 0 < X < 3

= 0, otherwise is a density function

and compute P(1 < X < 2). 10

(b) The data are provided for for the results

from a screening test for HIV that was

performed on a group of 100,000 people.

HIV       Test Result

Status +ve –ve

+ve 475 25

–ve 4975 94525

Based on above table find sensitivity and

specificity, false positive and false

negative rates. Also write the inference

from the parameters in brief. 10

5. Several intelligence tests follows a normal

distribution with a mean of 100 and a standard

deviation of 15. 20

(a) Determine the percentage of the

population that would obtain a score

between 95 and 110.

(b) What internal centered at a score of 100

contains 50% of the population ?

(c) For a population of 2500, how many are

expected to have a score above 125 ?
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